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Ceiling Diffusers are suitable for modular ceiling 
systems, heating, ventilating and cooling applications. 
Ceiling diffusers are efficient in handling  high air 
volumes at a relatively low noise levels to offer an even 
disbursement of air. Multi-core diffusers are 
constructed from extruded Aluminum profiles/sheets. 
Available in a wide range of sizes in square  and  
rectangular shapes a wide variety of air flow  patterns 
can be achieved to suit individual user’s needs. 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Jet velocity(Vk) : In FPM for an outlet or inlet is the velocity measured with an approved 
  calibrated velometer at specified locations relative to the face of the 
  outlet or  inlet. 

Terminal velocity(Vt) : In FPM is  the highest sustained velocity in the mixed air stream 
  arbitrary specified and used to determine throw.  

Velocity pressure(pd) 
(Dynamic pressure) 

: The  forward moving force of an air stream within a duct measured 
  in mm (inch) W.G  of  water. 

Static pressure(ps) : The outward force within a duct measured in mm (inch) W.G. Of water. 

Total pressure(Pt) : The sum of the velocity pressure and the static pressure measured in 
  mm (inch) W.G. Of water. 

Throw : Of an outlet in m (feet),is the distance from the center of  the outlet to  
 a point in mixed air stream where the highest sustained velocity of           
 the mixed air stream has been reduced to a specified level (100 FPM  
&50 FPM Terminal velocity) . 

Area factor (Ak) : Of an outlet or  inlet which is also a flow factor determined from the 
   discharge or intake velocity (Vk) and the volume flow rate (Q). 

Ak =  Q  / Vk   in  m2   or   ft2 
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-The sound caused  by an air outlet is directly proportional to  the velocity of  the  air                       
  passing Through it . 
 
-Noise  criteria      : The sound pressure level  of  8 octave  bands acceptable to human   
                                ears an is estimated from table (noise criteria for room). 
-The  room  effect : Is the  difference  between  the sound power  level of  a terminal                        
                                and the sound pressure  level sensed by  human  ears  in  the room,  
                                and is affected By  room size, sound absorption characteristic of   
                                the room  surfaces, ceiling  height , space  volume, distance of  listener 
                                to terminal, terminal location and number  of  terminals.  

Ambient  Sounds: 
a.     Environmental   sound  -  Existing   within  the  space   with  air   condition   equipment  off . 
b.     External   sound  - Entering  a  space  from  outdoors.  
c.     Intruding  sound - Entering  from  adjacent  spaces. 

Prior to selection  of  NC  level  from  table(Noise criteria for room) ,  the  three  ambient 
sounds above must be considered. 

APPLICATION Recommended 
Delivery  Velocities 

(m/s) 

Broadcasting studios, sound and  
Recording studios. 

Concert halls , Auditoriums, Library , 
. Classrooms 

Apartments , residences , hotel bedrooms, 
Theatres, private offices, hospitals, 
 Churches. 

Large office, restaurants, hotels, dinning 
Rooms, public buildings. 

Corridors, computer-rooms, cafeterias, 
Department stores. 

Average factories, workshops, garages 
Warehouses. 

1.5 - 2.5 

2.5 - 3.5 

2.5 - 4.5 

3.5 – 5.5 

4.5 - 6 

5 - 10 

The  recommended  delivery  velocities  for  different  applications (ASHRAE  GUIDE) 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Type  of  Area 
NC 

Level 
(dB) 

Type  of  Area 
NC 

Level 
(dB) 

AUDITO RIUMS 
Concert and  Opera  Halls. 
Studios  for  sound  Reproduction 
Legitimate Theaters. Multi- 
purpose Halls, 
Movie Theatres . Lecture halls, 
Planetarium, TV audience studios 
Lobbies 

20  to  25 
25  To  30 

30 To  35 

CHURCHES AND SCHOOLS 
Sanctuaries 
Libraries. schools and classrooms 
Laboratories 
Recreation halls .corridors and halls  
kitchens 

HOSPITALS  AND  CLINICS 

Private  rooms 
Operating rooms. Wards 
Halls  and  corridors. Laboratories 
Lobbies  and  waiting  rooms 
Washrooms  and  toilets 

 

RESTAURANTS  & LOUNGES 
Restaurants 
Cocktail  lounges 
Night  clubs 
cafeterias 

STORES  RETAIL 

Clothing  stores . Department  
Stores(upper floors) 

 
Department store (main floor). 
Small Retail store, supermarkets 

35 To  40 

20 to 30 
30 to 40 
35 to 45 
35 to 50 
40 to 50 

25 to 35  
30 to 40 

 
35 to 45 
40 to 50 

35 to 45 
35 to 50  
35 to 45 
40 to 50 

35 to 45 
 
 
 

40 to 50 

SPORT ACTIVITIES  INDOOR  

Coliseums  
Bowling  alleys. Gymnasiums 
Swimming  pools 

TRANSPORTATION 
Ticket  sales  office 
Lounges, waiting  rooms 

MANUFACTURING  AREAS 

foreman's  office 
Assembly  lines .light  machinery 
Foundries . Heavy  machinery. 

OFFICES 
Board  room 
Conference  room 
Executive  office  
Supervisor office . Reception  room 
General  open  office 
Drafting  rooms 
Halls  and  corridors 
Tabulation  and  computation  

PUBLIC  BUILDING  

Public  libraries. Museums. 
Court rooms 
Post  offices. General banking  
 area, Lobbies 
Wash rooms  and  toilets 

30 to 40 
35 To 50 

40 to 50 
55 to 75 
55 to 75 

20 to 30 
25 to 35 
30 to 40 
30 to 45 
35 to 50 

 
40 to 60 

30 to 40 
 
 

35 to 45 
40 to 50 

30 to 40 
35 to 45 
40 to 55 

HOTELS 

Individual  rooms  or  suites  
bell rooms. 
Banquet  rooms 
Halls and corridors  lobbies 
Garages . Kitchens  and  laundries 

30 to 40 
 30 to 40  
35 to 45 
40 to 50 

The recommended NC level for different applications (ASHRAE GUIDE) 
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AVAILABLE AIR FLOW PATTERNS 

Select among the available Square / Rectangular core styles with 
1,2,3 or 4 way airflow patterns to  suit air distribution requirements . 
(Square / Rectangular to round adapters are also available as an 
option ) 

Square Ceiling Diffusers [SCD] 

1 way-discharge 2 way-discharge 
Opposite  blades 

2 way-discharge 
  corner  blades 

3  way-discharge 
4  way-discharge 
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1,2,3 or 4 way airflow patterns to  suit air distribution requirements . 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Rectangular Ceiling Diffusers [RCD] 

1 way-discharge 
vertical blades 

1 way-discharge 
Horizontal blades 

2 way-discharge 
Horizontal blades 

2 way-discharge 
vertical blades 

2 way-discharge 
corner blades 

2 way-discharge 
corner blades 

3 way-discharge 4 way-discharge 

Rectangular Ceiling Diffusers [RCD] 

1 way-discharge 
vertical blades 

1 way-discharge 
Horizontal blades 

2 way-discharge 
Horizontal blades 

2 way-discharge 
vertical blades 

2 way-discharge 
corner blades 

2 way-discharge 
corner blades 

3 way-discharge 4 way-discharge 
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SQUARE  NECK 

Note 
SIZE 
NICK AREA 
PATTERN 

: Is the nominal neck size in inches 
: Is in square feet 
: Is flow pattern as detailed previously 

   P(s)         :Supply pressure drop in inches W.G 
SCFM        :Side CFM 
THROW     :IN feet corresponding to 100 & 50 
                   FPM terminal velocity 
SNC         :Room NC for supply based on 8 db 
                   room effect 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Note 
SIZE 
NICK AREA 
PATTERN 

: Is the nominal neck size in inches 
: Is in square feet 
: Is flow pattern as detailed previously 

   P(s)         :Supply pressure drop in inches W.G 
SCFM        :Side CFM 
THROW     :IN feet corresponding to 100 & 50 
                   FPM terminal velocity 
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SQUARE  NECK 

RECTANGULAR NECK 

Note 
SIZE 
NICK AREA 
PATTERN 
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SQUARE  NECK 

RECTANGULAR NECK 

Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Note 
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Note 
SIZE 
NICK AREA 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Note 
SIZE 
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Note 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Note 
SIZE                 :Is the nominal neck size in inches. 
NICK AREA      :Is in square feet. 

 

   P(s)       :Return pressure drop in inches W.G. 
RNC         :Room NC for return based on 8 db 
                         room effect. 

For Square / Rectangular core styles with 1,2,3 or 4way airflow patterns 

Note 
SIZE                 :Is the nominal neck size in inches. 
NICK AREA      :Is in square feet. 

 

   P(s)       :Return pressure drop in inches W.G. 
RNC         :Room NC for return based on 8 db 
                         room effect. 

For Square / Rectangular core styles with 1,2,3 or 4way airflow patterns 
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GENERAL 

Perforated Ceiling Diffuser 
(SCDP – 4 ways) 

DESCRIPTION 

perforated  ceiling  diffuser  is  a  multi-vane  type  with a fully  and  easily  
removable perforated  face  with  4  mm  diameter  holes , 6 mm  pitches  
and  40%  of its face open, with  square  or  round neck  and  can  be 
supplied  in  1,2,3&4  way  airflow  patterns  for  all  air  distribution   
requirements . The diffuser  can  also  be  supplied  with  an opposed  blade  
damper  section  ( for  supply  diffusers  only )  which  in  turns  is fixed to  
the  outer  frame  of  the  diffuser  and  is  lever  operated  from  the  face  of  
the diffuser.  Key  operated  opposed  blades  damper  can  also  be  supplied   
upon request. The  damper  frame  is  separated  from  its  blades  by  using  
nylon  bushings  to eliminate  corrosion  and  vibration . perforated ceiling  
diffuser  is  available  in  square and  rectangular patterns for supply –air as 
well as for return-air and which in turn is supplied without opposed  blade 
damper as standard. 

High quality extruded aluminum in sliver anodized matt finish. Perforated 
face is of aluminum  sheet 1.5 mm thickness. 
White polyester powder coating finish or any other RAL standard color are 
also available upon  your requirement 

MATERIAL AND FINISH 

perforated ceiling diffusers are 
designed especially for installation 
where  a smooth air flow as well as a 
symmetrical air  diffusion is required to 
meet with a certain  HVAC application, 
and yet with a pleasing appearance 
to suit architectural requirements to 
flush outlets and concealed fixing 
method. 

GENERAL 

Perforated Ceiling Diffuser 
(SCDP – 4 ways) 

DESCRIPTION 

perforated  ceiling  diffuser  is  a  multi-vane  type  with a fully  and  easily  
removable perforated  face  with  4  mm  diameter  holes , 6 mm  pitches  
and  40%  of its face open, with  square  or  round neck  and  can  be 
supplied  in  1,2,3&4  way  airflow  patterns  for  all  air  distribution   
requirements . The diffuser  can  also  be  supplied  with  an opposed  blade  
damper  section  ( for  supply  diffusers  only )  which  in  turns  is fixed to  
the  outer  frame  of  the  diffuser  and  is  lever  operated  from  the  face  of  
the diffuser.  Key  operated  opposed  blades  damper  can  also  be  supplied   
upon request. The  damper  frame  is  separated  from  its  blades  by  using  
nylon  bushings  to eliminate  corrosion  and  vibration . perforated ceiling  
diffuser  is  available  in  square and  rectangular patterns for supply –air as 
well as for return-air and which in turn is supplied without opposed  blade 
damper as standard. 

High quality extruded aluminum in sliver anodized matt finish. Perforated 
face is of aluminum  sheet 1.5 mm thickness. 
White polyester powder coating finish or any other RAL standard color are 
also available upon  your requirement 

MATERIAL AND FINISH 

perforated ceiling diffusers are 
designed especially for installation 
where  a smooth air flow as well as a 
symmetrical air  diffusion is required to 
meet with a certain  HVAC application, 
and yet with a pleasing appearance 
to suit architectural requirements to 
flush outlets and concealed fixing 
method. 

Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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Note 

SIZE 
NICK AREA 
PATTERN 
  P(s) 

:Is the nominal neck size in inches. 
:Is in square feet. 
:Is flow pattern as detailed previously. 
:Supply pressure drop in inches W.G. 

 P(R)           :Return pressure drop in inches W.G. 
THROW     :In feet corresponding to 100 & 50 
FPM 
                     terminal velocity.  
SNC            :Room NC for supply based on 8 db 
                     room effect. 
RNC            :Room NC for return based on 8 db 
                     room effect 
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Airflow / Pressure Conversion Chart Recommended Air Changes Per Hour 
(For Ventilation) 

Air Flow Conversion Pressure Conversion 

Airflow / Pressure Conversion Chart Recommended Air Changes Per Hour 
(For Ventilation) 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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